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Title word cross-reference

(2, 2) [KSSY12]. (k, n) [YC11]. (n, t, n) [LHYZ12]. 2 [DBPS12, ESS12, JR13, MCDB12, PGLL10, WY12]. 22 [MNP12]. 3 [AP10, CG12b, DWWZ12, FWS13, GZHD12, GH11a, KWS+12, LJ15, MKH+12, SS10a, SS12a, SGS14, WSSO12, tWmC12, YT11a, YI14]. 3 [AMVZ12]. 4 [COP14, DWZ12, HLYS14]. $49.00$ [Sch15a]. $9$ [APPVP15]. = [JJUW10]. 3 [LHM14]. α [TTL10]. c [KRDH13]. t [ZTL15]. γ [DWZ12]. GF((2)[x] [SF12]. GF((2^m) [SKH15]. GF(2^μ) [LBOX12]. K [FXP12, CHX13]. L(1/4 + α(1)) [Jou13]. M [MMSD13]. F_{35569} [AMORH13]. F_q [SS13]. N/P [HN10]. GF(q) [LPdS10]. LWE [BV14]. μ [Jia14a]. $n \times k(k \geq n/2)$ [MC11]. O(n^2) [KS11]. ±1 [HZW+14]. q [GMS11]. S [LJ15]. t [HJM+11, Oba11]. w [Kre13].
/ [Ran10, Ran14].

0.13um [KLM+12].

1 [AAE+14, Ful10, MSas12]. 1—58488—551—3 [Ful10], ‘10 [Ano10], 10th
LGL+12, LLY+12a, LWCJ14, MD12b, MNP12, NDNR13, SEY14, SD12, TLL13, WHN+12, Yon12, ZLQ15. **Age** [Bla12, Sto12]. **Agency** [ABJ13, agent [GPVCdBRO12]. **Aggregate** [CCT+14, LLY15, ZQWZ10]. **Aggregated** [NLY15]. **Aggregated-Proof** [NLY15]. **Aggregating** [DP12]. **Aggregation** [LHKR10]. **Aging** [SKV12]. **Agreement** [HCL+14, HEC+12, MNS11, TM12, WSS12, XLM+12, XGLM14, BGAD12, CTL13, IB11, KS11, LLLS13, LLY06, Nos11, Nos14, TLL12, XCL13, XMHD13, YZZ+14, ZWQ+11, OHJ10]. **Aided** [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, GMSV14, Vua10, ABBD13, SSAF11]. **AK** [XHC+12]. **AK-PPM** [XHC+12]. **AKA** [LLLS13]. **AKF** [KDH15]. **al** [MWZ12, PLPW13, SBS+12]. **al.** [ABJ13]. **Alan** [CS12, Don14, LCKBJ12]. **Algebra** [Xie12, BS15, Bul10b, CFR11, DWZ12, FGPGP14]. **Algebraic** [Gas13]. **Algorithms** [AB10b, BCG12a, BJ10, CN12, KRDH13, MR14a, TKM12, ZW15, Fri0a, Mac12, NC13, Xie12]. **Ali** [ABJ13]. **Alignment** [Don14]. **all-seeing** [Tox14]. **Allowing** [PRC12]. **Almost** [FFL12, Oba11]. **Alterna** [SMOP15]. **alternate** [ZW+12]. **Alternating** [BKLS12, KDH15]. **AMBTC** [KSSY12]. **America** [AB10a]. **American** [Sch15a]. **Americans** [ABJ13]. **among** [BP11]. **amount** [EEAZ13]. **Amplification** [ABF12, HMR14]. **Analog** [KOP12]. **Analysis** [GRL12]. **Analysis** [ABS+12, ARP12, BC14, BS14, CGL+12, FSWF11, GZZ+13, GLG12, HC12, HHH+13, IBM13a, IS12, KOP12, Kre13, LPS12, LCK11, LGLL12, MD12b, MRTV12, MR10, NDC+13, NSA15, PH12a, PFS12, RZZ+15, Rao10, SR12a, Shi11, SZDL14, SCGW+14, VKC15, WDDW12, YZLC12, ZH15, CFH+13, DHW+13, DMT12, FTV+10, FHM+12, HM10, MFH13, NLYZ12, RITF+11, TQL+14, TLMH13, Tso14, Ven14]. **Analysis-Based** [RZZ+15]. **Analytic** [Kuz11, Sha10, Shp03, ZW15]. **analytical** [TKMZ13]. **Analyzing** [HREJ14]. **Ancient** [Fox13, Rao10]. **and/or** [YLA+13]. **Android** [Chi13b, EBFK13, FHM+12, SFE10]. **Android-Powered** [SFE10]. **Anisotropic** [ZZCJ14]. **Annual** [Ano10, IEE10, IEE11b, PJ12, Gil10, Rab10]. **Anonymity** [CDFS10, HEC+12, MR10, SCGW+14, BAG12, HLR11, Par12b, WW14, ZK11]. **Anonymity-Based** [HEC+12]. **anonymization** [XTK10]. **anonymized** [BDK11, TG12]. **anonymizing** [TMK11]. **Anonymous** [CG12a, CZL12a, Chi12, DK12, FHM10b, LZC14, Per13, RSN14, TAKS10, Wan14, ZJ14, ATK11, CCSW11, Chi13a, CGH11, FSGW12, HL14, LHM14, LY14, MYYR13]. **ANSI** [Ano11b]. **anti** [QZ14]. **anti-forensics** [QZ14]. **Antispoofer** [MR14b]. **Antoine** [AY12]. **Apache** [Lit14]. **API** [FLW12]. **Append** [YNR12b]. **Append-Only** [YNR12b]. **Application** [AKP12, AK14, BRT12, CKLM13, CCW+10, CLCZ10, CHS15, Kiep15, LW11a, LWKP12, MNS11, O012, SEHK12, SS13, YWK10, YTS12, ZH15, Abe10, BBBP13, GLIC10, Jia14b, LGKY10, LWKP14, XHH12, YY11, ZWQ+11]. **Application-Level** [CCW+10].
Applications [ÁMVK12, Ana14, BKPW12, BCG+12b, BSV12, CZL12a, CZL12b, DK02, DK07, FSK10, GRL12, HvS12, HN10, Nac12, Nie02, PJ12, SCPSN10a, SCPSN10b, Sha10, Shp03, Ter11, TYK+12, YR11, Ano11a, CFR11, CSZ+11, CDA14, Dur15, EBK13, FES10, Fri10a, Gil10, LR15, LBOX12, LTT10, MI10c, MM14b, NV10].

Applied [BSS11, MR10, Xie12].

Applying [Bar12, Elb09].

Approach [HLAZ15, HLW12, MKN13, RP12, SLGZ12, Sia12, SH15, SC12, TLW12, Vle12, VKC15, WYCF14, ZW15, AT10, BSS11, CO11, DZS+12, KL13, LGCGCRP14, MCP15, NC13].

Approaches [LC15, SBV14, MKH+12].

Approximate [CN12, SGS14].

April [GLIC10, PJ12, vDKS11].

Arab [Bro11].

Arbitrary [FHR14, DWZ12, Gen10].

Arbitrary-State [FHR14].

Arbitration [Kip15].

Architectural [MD12b, VCK+12, ZWT13].

Architecture [BCE+10, HKL+14, KCR11, LGR14, MCDB12, MJGS12, MC11, RMP10, SWM+10, SLI11, Ao11b, BV1B12, LXMW12, MJ13, SSS13, SSPL+13, SAB10].

architecture-independent [BV1B12].

Architecture [BGG+13, CHS15, FPBC14, HL14, MK11, Nov10].

Area [LZCK14, LMJC11, Nov10].

Areas [MV12, YJ14].

Arguments [BC1+13].

ARIA [PH12a].

Arithmetic [A1K14, Frel0, GH11a, HSA14, KHF10, PG12, DZZ12, MO14].

Array [BL12, MCDB12, NKWF14].

Arrays [LB13, TRD11, KM10a].

Art [ABJ13, BDK11].

ARX [KN10].

ASIACRYPT [LW11a, Abe10].

ASM [Vle12].

ASM-Based [Vle12].

ASP.NET [DR11].

Assessing [CBL13].

Associated [Sar10b].

associative [BS15].

 Associativity [ABR12].

Assumption [LZC12a, LZC14, ZG10].

Assumptions [CZ12, DN12, KM10c, ABW10].

Assurance [KMP+11, WL11].

Assured [Tan15].

Asymmetric [HG12, XLM+12, XGL14, ZWQ+11, CSS+13].

asymmetric-histogram [CSS+13].

asymptotic [DTZZ12, TD14].

Asymptotically [LPS12].

Attack [BMS12, DS15, zGXR12, GV14b, HCTPT1+12, HLA15, JH12, JKP12, LGL+12, LWK12, LWPF12, Pud12, SP13, SDM+12, WLC12, XJWW13, DDFR13, FLZ+12, Goo12, LLY+12a, LC13, LYHH14, LWK14, MB11, MN1, NZL+15, WYL13].

Attacks [ARP12, BGG12, BKBK14, Che15, CMA14, DGI12, DHLAW10, EWS14, GPT14, Hay13, N10, LLC11, LWZ12, LW14, MD12b, PYM+13, PS12, Sac12, SEY14, SP15, SH15, WW14, WHN+12, YCM+13, ZLQ15, BBBBB13, BV1B12, BSR+14, dCCSM+12, DCAT12, DJL+12, EA12, FTV+10, GBNM11, KM10a, KPS10, LW11, ND13, PX13, TLL13, WWBC14, WWD12].

attempt [Fel13].

ATtiny [EGG+12].

Attribute [AHL+12, BFK+10, Boy13, FHR14, GZZ+13, Gil12, HSMY12, HR14, KGP12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, OT12, PB12, SSW12, XML13, ZHW15, YCT15, ZWM14].

Attribute-Based [BFK+10, Boy13, FHR14, GZZ+13, HSMY12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, PB12, SSW12, XML13, AHD+12, HR14, YCT15].

Attribute-Hiding [OT12, ZWM14].

Attributes [CG12a, Yon11].

Attribution [XH+12, FNP+15].

Auction [Con10, HJM+11].

auctions [MR14c].

Audio [DA12, GCK12, KD12a, KD12b, LSL12b, TC10, ZS12, LSQ11, yWpNyL11, YQH12].

Audit [YN12b].

August [AB10a, JY14, MV12, Rab10].

authentic [SZMK13].

Authentic [HM12].

Authenticated [Alo12, BCO13, CLY14, CCS14, CRE+12,
DS11, EAA12, FFL12, GTT11, GL12, GZ12, HC12, HL10a, HCL+14, HEC+12, LH11b, LC13J, LTT11, MR14a, MMY12, MHKS14, MSU13, Sar10b, Smi11b, TW14, XLM+12, XGLM14, YS12, YLW13, Yon12, CTL13, FA14b, GPN+12, HL11, LWS10, LHH11, LML+13, Nos11, Nos14, PPTT15, SMBA10, TCS14, Tso13, TKHK14, WZM12a, WZM12b, WTT12, WXCl14, XCL13, YC12, YZZ+14, ZG10].

Authenticating [CHX13, GRL12, OKG+12, RPG12, WY12, LFGCGCRP14, PGLL10].

Authentication [ASO14, BL12, BCE+12, BCM12, BSSV12, BCD+12, BF11, BJKP12, BSV12, CGCGPDMG12, CCW+10, CJ13, CD12, CLH13, DBPS12, DFKW12, DP12, FLH13, FMTR12, FD11, GHS14, Gli12, GI12, GM14, GU13, GCK12, HZC+12, HvS12, HLLC11, Har13, Hay13, HBC13, HM10, HCPLSB12, HETPL+12, HKL+12, HX+11, HCL11, JN12, JCM12, JAE10, KP12, KPC+11, KLY+12, KTA12, GKP12, KPKS12, KLM+12, KH10, LCC11, LCLL15, LN+13, LZCK14, LNX15, LLZ+12, MWZ12, MEFO12, MKH+12, MLBL12, Mor12, NR12, NLLJ12, NLY15, OdH12, OO12, OS12, PCDG14, PPRT12, PDT12, PWVT12, RS11, RWL11, RSN14, Saa12a, SBS+12, Sar12, SKV12, ST14, SD12, Shi11, SGC14, SSA13, SC12, SZDL14, SHS12, SAA12b, TYK+12, TM12, Vet10, WgmDZ1Z12, WHZ12, WZXL12, WgMW12, WSS12, WT10b, Xio12, YTP11, ZBR11, ZLDD12, ABK13, AZF+12, ACM12].

authentication [BS13a, BGAD12, BAL10, BMM12, BM11, CLM+12, CFF13b, CT12, CH10, CCSW11, CHS11, CLHJ13, CZ15, Chi13a, Chol14, CL11, DCAT12, DSCS12, DLN13, DZ12, DMT12, EA12, EA11, FPBG14, FHH10a, FLL+14, FXP12, Far14, FA14a, GI13, GMSW14, GCSAdD11, HDP1C, HZC+14, HL14, HCC10, HS11, IG11, IB11, JAS+11, KKG14, Kim11, LLLS13, LLY06, LH11a, LT13, LH10c, LNM+11, LMJC11, LXM12, LNKL13, LJJ14, LHM14, LH13, Lt14, LWL11, LBR12, LTT10, MM12, Mk12a, NCCG13, NLYZ12, NB13, OCGS11, OYHS14, PYP10, Par12b, PA10, Sar10a, SA15, SSS11, Tan12b, TLL12, Wan13, WW14, WT10a, WKH11, XHH12, XWDN12, XHC14, XMH13, YSL+10, YMM13, ZYL+10, ZW120, ZCLL14, XZ11, OHJ10].

authentication-chaining [EA11].

authenticity [ADF12].

Authority [LNXY15, JB11, ZZ12].

Authorization [CS14, JAE10, JAS+11].

authorship [BAG12].

Automata [Gas13, dRSdI1C12, SS11, WOLS12].

automata-based [SS11].

Automated [CCK12, GLLS12, YSS14, BJR+14].

Automatic [WW12].

Authentication [BGK12, IEE11a].

Auxiliary [DL12, XXZ12, YCY12].

Auxiliary-Input [XXZ12].

availability [ADF12].

average [Lim11, YL11].

avoid [CFZ+10].

avoiding [BHCdFR12].

Aware [LMHH14, MGP10, Wan13].

Awareness [MSas12, Li10].

axiomatic [AT10].

B [Tan12a].

B-Spline [Tan12a].

Back [YZLC12, Ran10].

Backdoor [Sch13, Fel13].

backup [Cor14a].

backward [BM11].

Bacterial [Kar12].

bad [RY10].

BAF [YNR12a].

Balanced [YTP11].

balancing [FXP12].

Ballots [CW12b, LHF12].

balls [Svo14].

band [MMSD13].

Bandwidth [GST13, LLZ+12].

Bandwidth-Eficient [LLZ+12].

Baptiste [Dew11].

Barbara [Rab10].

Barcodes [WY12].

Barrier [JR14, KS11].

barriers [LKL13].

base [MS12, XSWC10].

Based [ADM12, ASM12, Ano11b, ASS15, BL12, BSSV12, BHH12, BKPW12, BRT12, BS13b, BFK+10, Bon12, BS15, Boy13, BKPJ12, BCF+14, CGMO14, CZLC12a, CZLC12b, CLHC12, CLY14, CZLC14, CGL+12, CDD13, CD12, Chi12, DSSM14, DA12, EM12,
Based on [RR11, RVRSCM12, SSW12, SS13, SJ12, SGP12, SSA13, SH15, TKR14, TWZ11, TW12, TWZ1+12, TT12, TTH15, TC10, Vle12, Wan10, WSSO12, WgMW12, Wan14, WT10b, WMS1+12, XXZ12, XMLC13, Xio12, XGLM14, YE12, YZLC12, YZX1+12, YGF15, YTS12, YKNS12, YMWS11, YCZY12, ZZJ1, ZZX1+11, ZDL12, ZLH1+12, ZHW15, ZHL15, AY1+1a, ASO14, AKG13, ASVE13, AHI1+12, BS15, BBBP13, BGAD12, BAAS13, BOB13, BWR12, BW13, BWA1, BMIM12, BK12b, CFY1+10, CQLL11, CTR1, CLS12, CG12b, CSZ1+11, CX13, CSS1+13, CW14a, CTHP13, CCG10, CT13, Chol14, Con12, dCCSM1+12, Cra11, DSCS12, DZ14, DNN13, EZ15, FHI13, Far14, FA14a, FA14b, Gal13, GJ13, GMRT1+15, GKCK11, GCSAdP11, GMS11, HT11, HGWW11, HSM13, HZC1+14, HF14a, HLRI11, Her14, HB13, HL14, HLI11, HLC12, HYWS11, HCC10, Hwa11, IM14, IB11, JK13, JLT1+12].

Based on [ZHW15]. Bases on [EVP10, TSH14, FES10]. Basing on [Mat14, MN10]. basis on [CG12b].

Based on [CCG10]. batch-based on [CCG10]. Batters on [Ch13b]. battles on [Sch15b].


Based on [DSMM14, Par12a, AZH11, Ana14, RK11]. BECAN on [LLZ1+12]. Becomes on [Bra13].

been on [Ana14]. before on [GST12, Goo12]. behavioral on [HT11]. Behind on [Fre10].

Beijing on [BYL10, Yan10]. Beissinger on [Ayu12]. Belief on [BT12]. Benford on [AOT13].

Bessel on [GJ13]. Beth on [CH13]. Between on [LRW14, CLM1+12, HLRI11, PBCC14, WDDW12].

Beyond on [LST12, MJS13, FNP1+15, JR14]. BGV on [GHPS12]. BGV-Style on [GHPS12].

Biclique on [BKR11, KDH13]. Big on [Mal13, LSBN14, WS14]. Biggs on [Low12].

bilateral on [JT12]. Bilinear on [AHC12, ASS15, YS12]. billions on [SBMA10].

Binary on [AD11, AK14, MBR15]. Binary-Ternary on [AD11]. Binding on [HEC1+12, ZLQ15]. bio on [GPVcBro12].

bio-inspired on [GPVcBro12]. Biometric on [DBW12, JN12, KHMB13, Sar12, SKV12, Vet10, DIMT12, GCSAdP11, HT11, LK12, MLBL12, Sar10a, SR10]. biometric-based on [SR10]. Biometrics on [BW13, SP13, LXYL12, LH10c, LNM1+11].

capability [LT13]. capacity
[GZHD12, PWLL13, WH13]. Capture
[NYS+14]. Card
[BDFK12, HMR12, HCL+14, PDT12,
CLHJ13, GLIC10, LNLK13, Cho10, SD12].
CARDIS [GLIC10]. Cards [BSJ15, LA10,
PWVT12, WgMdlZ12, WgMW12, CHS11,
HCC10, KY10, LH10c, LNM+11, LXWM12,
MM12, YZZ+14, YSL+10]. Carlo [CR12].
Carol [Xie12]. Carved [LC15].
Cascading [GT12]. Case
[DR11, SBS+12, LKKL13, MD12a]. Cash
[YMWS11]. Casting [CW12b]. cat [Pow14].
CCA [CZLC14, MSA12, SYL13, SLZ12].
CCA-Secure [CZLC14, SYL13]. CCA2
[Gal13, GV14b, MVVR12, RG10, ZZ12].
CCM [SKK10]. CDH [ZG10]. cell
[LLY+12a]. cell-counting-based
[LLY+12a]. Cellular
d[RSlV12, SS11, WOLS12]. centre
[McK10, McK11]. Centric
[BC11, BP10, PN10]. centroid [LWY12].
Centuries [Gri15, McG11]. Cerf [Cer15].
Certificate [HP12, LTH+15, WMS+12,
BJR+14, Lan13, MBB+13, NPH+14, JB11].
Certificate-Based
[HP12, LTH+15, WMS+12]. Certificateless
[LZCK14, SZS14, TCL15, WMS+12, YT11a,
YT11b, ZQWZ10]. Certificates
[SC12, GLJ+12, HREJ14]. Certification
[LDB+15]. Certified
[ABBD13, STC11, HL14, LH13, WXW14].
CertShim [NPH+14]. chaff [KHM13].
Chain [KWP13, CR12]. chaining [EA11].
chains [HLYS14]. Challenge
[AD12, GHS14, ZCC15]. Challenges
[CN12, Fra15, SBV14, WS14]. change
[ZWT13]. Changeable [FGM10, ZCL+12].
changed [Mac12]. Channel [ASN11,
CDK+10, CBL13, EWS14, GPT14, KOP12,
LRG14, NDC+13, PRC12, TT12, BVIB12,
DMWS12, DJL+12, JLT+12, MFH13].
Channels [ASN12, KW14, Vua10, SRB+12].
Chaos [LW13c, RR11, RVRSCM12,
CCL11, LW13b, JLT12, ZLW+12].
chaos-and-Hamming [CCL11].
Chaos-Based
[RR11, RVRSCM12, LW13c, ZLW+12].
Chaotic
[BCGH11, NES+14, WZG+12, ZT14].
Chapman [Full]. Character [SS12b].
Characteristic
[BGJT14, SR10, BGJT13, Jor13].
Characterization
[ALR13, BS13b, YZLC12, DDD14].
Characterizing [Ash14, JR13]. Chattarjee
[Kat13]. cheat [WS12]. cheat-preventing
[WS12]. Cheater [WI11, Oba11].
Chebyshev [LP1510]. Check [GST12].
Check-before-Output [GST12].
Checkability [LHL+14]. Checkable
[WI14]. Checking [FYMY15]. Chen
[LLLK10]. Chennai [BC11]. China
[BYL10, IEE11a, LTW11, Yan10]. Chinese
[LF14a]. Chip
[MDAB10, RAB+13, BGG+13]. Chips
[Man13]. Chirp [OWS12]. chocolate
[Svo14]. Choquet [SH11, SM11, SNM14].
Chosen [FSGW12, zGXW12, HLW12,
LCT+14, LZC12a, LLML12, MH14, RS10,
WWHL12, LZC14]. Chosen-Ciphertext
[RS10, FSGW12, LCT+14, LZC14]. Church
[ABJ13]. Cipher
[BCG+12b, DG12, DWWZ12, GLSN12,
GCS+13, HZ11, IOM12, JKP12, KWS+12,
LPS12, LWZ12, LWKP12, LWPF12,
MRTV12, MHC12, PH12a, PRC12,
WSSO12, WHN+12, AMS+10, CR12,
HT11, Hol11, Jor13, KDH15, Lew10, LC13,
LYHH14, LWKP14, MNP12, RS14, Sar11,
WYL14, WWBC14, LGL+12]. Ciphers
[ABS+12, BMS12, BKLS12, BrU12, CW12,
DG12, EGG+12, GT12, GST12, GNL12,
IS12, Kla10, LLL12, ML12b, NN12, Pud12,
Sas12, SEHK12, Vua10, WW12, Xie12,
ZH15, ZSW+12, Zha12, Bay10, Bla12, Bor10,
Die12, KM10a, LW11, MRT10, SKK10,
TQL+14, WB12]. Ciphertext
Ciphertext-Policy [XMLC13, ZHW15].
Ciphertexts [Sta12, AHL+12, LCT+14].
Circle [SC10].
Circuit [Kar12, MTY11, Lau12, MS13a].
Circuit-Size [MTY11].
Circuits [AIK14, BR14, GH11a, SS10a, SS12a].
Circumventing [BAG12].
CISSP [STC11].
Claims [SKGY14].
Class [BCG12a, XYXYX11, Goo12].
Classical [MSU13, CR12, RK11].
Classification [HPC10, SGP+12].
Classroom [Pow14].
Claudius [Hol12].
CLEFIA [LWZ12, TSL11, WB12].
CLEFIA-128 [TSL11].
CLEFIA-type [WB12].
Client [ASM12, FD11, Vle12, FA14a, FA14b, WT10a].
Client-Based [ASM12].
Client-Centric [Vle12].
client-server [FA14b].
clients [LH13].
cloaking [NZL+15].
Cloud [BCQ+13, CWL+14, CCT+14, DXA14, FCM14, JLS12, KMSM15, Kui+15, LA15, LYZ+13, LGR14, LL+15, LNY15, Pet12, RSGG15, Vle12, XMCL13, ZDL12, AZPC14, ASO14, BK12b, FH13, HSM13, Jee+13, KKA14, KKM+13, KKM+14, LXX+14, LW13a, NB13, PP11, SL10, TL1M13, WL12, YWT+12].
cloud-based [ASO14, BK12b].
Cloud-of-Clouds [BCQ+13].
Clouds [BCQ+13, RSN14].
Clustered [DS11].
Clustering [KRDH13, VSV15].
CMAC [SKK10].
Co [MBR15].
Co-Processor [MBR15].
cocktail [OH10].
Code [AD12, CCL+13, Fox13, HG12, KSSY12, PYM+13, SS13, War11, ABB13, Ant14, Bri11, CL1L11, GIJ+12, MCP15, MCG11, Mool14, PA10].
Code-Based [HG12, SS13, MCP15].
code-breaking [Ant14, Bri11].
Code-cracking [War11].
codebreaker [Car11].
codebreakers [Ano11c, Smi11a].
codebreaking [Cop10, McK10, McK11].
Coded [She14].
Codes [BBC+13, Bay10, BP06, Big08, DBPS12, FMV14, Gri15, KW14, MBR15, OTD10, SEY14, ST14, TL1W12, WSS12, Xie12, YTP11, Bul10a, CZ15, Chi13a, Hea15, LTT10, MG15, YSJL14, Ayu12, Low12].
Coding [Che11, CJ13, CG14, Hes12, LCLL15, Per13, AZF+12, Bul10b, DTZZ12, JZS+10, KM11, NDN+13, YTM+14].
CoDiP2P [NCCG13].
Coercion [CW12b].
Cognitive [PP11, Kim11, RPG12].
Coin [ALR13, CLP13a, DSMM14, Mat14, BB14].
Coins [Fok12].
Colbert [Dew11].
Collaboration [CRE+12, PCPK14].
Collaboration-Preserving [CRE+12].
collaborative [LLY06, LT14b, HB13].
collect [Sch15b].
Collision [BK12a, ZL12, AKY13].
Collision-based [ZL12].
Collision-Resistant [BK12a].
Collusion [MMS13, FLZ+12, GMRT+15].
collusion-resistant [GMRT+15].
Collusions [GV12].
Color [BCPV11, DD13, YNNW15, SNM14, yWpWyypN13, WGZ+12].
Colossus [Cop10].
combating [FTV+10].
combinational [MS13a].
Combined [PP10b].
Combining [Chi13a, PDF+10].
Coming [SG15].
Comment [LCLL15].
Comments [TCL15].
Commerce [HvS12, Ano11a].
Commitments [Pas13a, CSZ+11, LP11].
Common [CN12, ESRI14].
Communication [Big08, CCW+10, FMS12b, Gas13, GPVCdBO12, KW14, Low12, OKG+12, Wan13, ZC13, HCCC11, HLYS14, LT13, LyWSZ10, RK11, SSAF11, SSPL+13, Tso13, YLGK13, Zhn13, vDKS11].
communication-efficient [Tso13, Zhn13].
Communication-resource-aware [Wan13].
Communications [QO12, SMS14, FHH10a, LGCCRP14, WDZL13].
Commutative [CLHC12, SLGZ12].
Commutativity [ABR12].
Commuting [Fuc11, AKG13].
Compact
Comparison [DWB12, HPC10, KU12, ST14, HM10].

Compartmented [EZ15]. Compensation [JSZS12]. Competition [jCPB+12].

Compilation [CHS15]. compiler [LWS10].

Compiling [CR10]. Complete [Ash14, BS14, FLH13, GHKL11].

Completeness [FKS+13]. complex [BW13]. Complexity [BIKK14, BW12, DP12, Gas13, Shp03, DJL+12, Jon13, KGO10, LWW+10, SDM14].

Compliance [SOF12]. compliant [BP10].

Components [RITF+11]. Composable [DN12, KMO14]. Composing [TW14].


Computable [FWS13]. Computation [ARH14, Ash14, BDOZ11, Fri10b, GST12, GVW12, GHKL11, HP14, IEE11a, KW14, KMO14, LHM+15, MMP14, Mal13, NSMS14, PST13, WS10, AB10b, LDDAM12, TG12, vDKS11].

Computational [BCO13, TBCB15, HRS13, SDM14].

computations [BK12b, LR15, SSAF11, TLMM13].

Compute [Vai12]. Computer [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, Bu10b, Gas13, IEE10, IEE11b, LL15, Nie02, Ter11, Vua10, ABBD13, DK12, FGPGP14, Sta11b].

Computer-Aided [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, ABBD13].

Computers [Cop10, LCKBJ12, Mac12].


Conditionally [ZJ14]. Conference [BC11, CGB+10, Che11, Cra12, Dan12, Dun12b, FM12, GLIC10, IEE11a, JY14, LCK11, LW11a, LTW11, Lin14b, PJ12, SN11, Sah13, Yan10, AB10b, Abe10, BYL10, BL10, Gil10, GG10, HWG10, Kia11, LH10a, Pie10, Rab10, vDKS11].

Confidential [HS11, AZPC14].

Confidentiality [BFK+10, HLLC11, WDDW12, Bia12, CHX13]. Configurable [CVG+13]. Configurations [SS10a].


Consecutive [Tan12a]. consideration [KM10b]. Considerations [KD12b].

considering [MLMSMG12]. Consolidated [KKA14]. Constant [CWWL12, KMO14, LP11, Pan14, AHH+12, DWZ12, LCT+14].

Constant-Round [KMO14, LP11]. constant-size [AHL+12, LCT+14].

constants [DWZ12]. Constrained [BSJ15, EAA12, YNR12a, Yon12, KAS15].

Construct [SGY11, WT13]. Constructed [ZH15]. Constructing [CDSLY14, ZSW+12, HRV10].
Construction [DF11, EM12, FZT14, KMO14, MSas12, Sar10b, ST14, WZ15, WMS+12, YT11b, YKC+12, ZCLL14].
Constructions [BCF+14, DQFL12, HL10b, SNJ11, CZ15, Zim10]. Constructive [Mau12, WB12], constructs [BP10].
Containing [XWDN12], contemporaries [LCKBJ12], Contemporary [Opp11].
Content [BCP14a, MHT+13, PMZ13, PZPS15, WHZ12, WZXL12, YT12, ZXZ+11, GPN+12].
Content-based [MHT+13], contest [Cra14].
Contextual [Svo14]. Continual [BKKV10, XZY+12, YZ12, YCZY12].
Continual-Leakage [YZ12]. Continually [DLWW11]. Continuous [DHLAW10, FMNV14, PYP10, Yam12].
Continuous-Tone [Yam12], contract [Men13].
Control [BFK+10, MK12b, NA10b, RSN14, SGC14, TBCB15, XMLC13, AMHJ10, CO11, Cra11, JAS+11, NZM10, Sch15b, SA15, Tan12b, XHH12].
Controlled [FMTR12], controls [CGH11].
Conversion [BJ10]. Convertible [HL11b, HL11, LHH11, XWXC14].
Convolutional [MG15], cookies [DCAT12].
Cooperative [LLZ+12, WQZ+13].
Coprocessor [ABC+12, BGG+13, IBM13b].
Copy [YT12, MHT+13]. Copyright [SJ12, GJ13]. Core [LB13, HLYS14].
Correct [PST13]. CorrectDB [BS13a].
correcting [LTT10, MCP15], correction [Chi13a]. correctness [WS13]. Correlated [RS10].
Correlation [BW12, SDM+12, WWWC14, XHH12].
correlations [Sar14]. Correspondence [SY14], corresponding [DWZ12].
Corrigendum [WZM12a]. cosmography [Pet11].
Cost [GI12, Man13, CZ14, Sar10a, YL11].
Countermeasure [MD12b].
Countermeasures [EWS14, PZPS15], counting [LLY+12a], Coupling [SMS14].
Cover [UUN13]. Covert [NSA15, LT13, LyWSZ10, SRB+12].
CRC/Taylor [Joh10]. credential [KKM+13, XMHD13]. Credentials [CG12a, SSW12].
Cropping [SR12b]. Cross [CLY14, DSB15, LHM+15, YGFL15, ZTSR12, der10].
Cross-Site [DSB15]. Cryptanalysis [BW12, Bor10, CWP12, DG12, Far14, GST13, Gor10, Hin10, IOM12, Jee13, Kha10, KN10, KWS+12, LH10b, LNM+11, MWZ12, NXB13, OTD10, PSOMPL13, SM10a, SM10b, Vua10, Wad10, WWY11, WWYY11, WSSO12, WY14, YMWS11, AP11, BKR11, Bull0a, Bul0b, Con12, Eisi0, Her10, KDH13, LLLK10, Nov10, RITF+11, SD10, SDM14, Sun11, SvT10, TSS11, WYL14, WWBC14, YJ12].
Cryptanalyzing [ZLW+12]. CryptDB [PRZB12].
Cryptography [Goo12, Pfi10, Rab10, SCPSN10a, SCPSN10b, WL11, BR+14, BGG+13].
Cryptoclub [Ayu12, BP06]. cryptograms [Shy15]. Cryptographer [Dun12b, Kla11, Pie10].
cryptographers [Goo12]. Cryptographic
[Abe12, AD12, AMVZ12, App15, BMP12, BCGK12, BGB12, BIKK14, BLS12, BDP11, BFCZ12, Bla12, BKL+13, BSJ15, CCK12, jCPB+12, CBL13, Cor14b, Des10a, DQFL12, DR11, FKS+13, FY11, FLW12, Gir15, GM11, GLR10, GG11, HN10, HHH+13].
Ana14, Ano11a, BTPLST15, BKV13, CDGC12, CDF+10, DFJ+10, DTZZ12, Gen10, HSM13, HMCK12, JHCC14, LSBN14, LT14b, LKX+14, MHKS14, Sch15b, TMK11, TKMZ13, WLH13, WZLW13, WS14, ZMM+10, ZWY+13, HLYS14, Sch15b].

Data-Compression [DA12].

Data-Minimizing [BCD+12].

Data-Oriented [NNAM10].


Decentralizing [LW11b]. Deciding [CLCZ10, Sch12c]. Decipher [Cor14b]. decision [RPG12]. Decisional [LZC14].


Defensive [PH10]. definition [LWL10a, YKC+12]. Definitions [GLW12, Mau12, KM14, KGO10, XWXC14]. Delay [LBR12, JLT+12, CXW13].

Delegatable [WZ11]. Delegated [MZH15, TMC15]. Delegation [FMTR12, SSW12, YZ12, YAM+15, ZWM14].

Delfs [Mur10]. Delivery [PSS+13, SPPC12].


Dependency [SGP+12]. deployed [MFH13, SY10]. DepSky [BCQ+13].


derived [ZMM+10]. description [PLCGS11]. Design [ABc12, ADD10, BKL+13, DR11, FSK10, HSA14, KW14, Lop12, MSL13a, NVR+14, RYF+13, Sch13, SAAB10, SZDL14, CZ14, Gor10, KHF10, MAK+12]. designated [HYWS11, RPSL10]. Designation [Che15].

designed [Goo12]. Designing [CDK+10, FLW12, MRT10, SR10]. Designs [BGK12, KDH15]. Detect [ASA15].

Detecting [BKBK14, HLW12, KW14, SH15, YSC+15, LWLW11]. Detection [DSB15, DF11, HDWH12, KU14, LGL+12, LC15, MKRM10, NDC+13, NSMS14, SBV14, SP15, SGS14, AOT13, BM13, HB13, KLC+10, Maz13, MHT+13, WYL13].

Detective [Che10]. Determine [FSWF11, StO12]. Determining [NN12].

Deterministic [MPRS12, NIS12, XXZ12, DTTZ12].

Deterring [WGJ10]. DEUCE [YNQ15].


Device [KLM+12, TYK+12, KKG14, Par12b, XHH12]. Devices [DLWW11, EGG+12, GPT12, GMSV14, HHH+13, HDWH12, SFE10, WT10b, CLP+13b, CTL12, Chi13a, FRT13, IB11, LKAT12, OYHSB14]. DFT [DDFR13].

DHA [AKY13]. DHA-256 [AKY13].

DHTs [YKG13]. dictionary [MBB11].

Diego [Ano10, Lin14b]. Difference [BS14, YTP11, JKH13].

Different
[BAB+13, Die12, JK13, Pet11].

Expectations [DY13]. Experience [AD12].
experiences [JAE10]. experimental
[DHW+13]. Experts [Stol12]. Explicit
[AQD12, FHS13]. exploitability [CFN+14].
exploitation [MAK+12, NCCG13].

exploration [RYF+13]. Exploring
[Cil11, FNP+15, WHC+15]. exponent
[SM10a]. exponentially [RK11].
exponents [SM10b]. Exposing
[OF12, YQH12, YSC+15]. Exposure
[BVS+13]. Extend [TMC15]. Extended
[DGP10, HZW+14, SH15, Yam12].

Extending [ZSW+12]. Extensible [YZ12].

F5 [LLY+12b]. Fa [FMS12a]. fabricating
[WW13]. Face [AQD12, XHH12]. Facial
[KRB12]. facilitate [Chien13a]. Factor
[HXC+11, LLC11, CLP+13b, DMWS12, HC12, Lit14, WW14]. Factoring
[APPVP15, LLML12, MM13].

Factorization
[Con12, Kuz11, YAM+15, Mes15]. Failing
[Cer14]. Fails [ABD+15]. Fair
[ALR13, CSV15, DSSM14]. Fairness
[ALR13, Ash14, GHKL11]. Fake [KU14].

Fallen [HCPLSB12]. False
[LLZ+12, CDGC12]. Families [KU12].

Family
[BMS12, DGIS12, FLS+10, FFL12, GNL12].

Fanin [SS12a]. Fast
[Bru12, CHS15, NR12, WHZ12, WQZ+13, FHH10a, KHMB13, MBB11]. Fast AD
[SMBA10]. Faster [CN12, Ant14]. Fault
[BMS12, GST12, JKP12, LGL+12, LGLL12, MKRM10, PHI12a, RZZ+15, SEY14, BBBBB13, PBCC14]. fault-resistant
[PBCC14]. FC [DDS12, Dan12]. FEAD
[ZWM14]. Feasibility [FKS+13, WHC+15].

Feature
[SGP+12, FTV+10, GJ13, MHT+13].
Features [YI14, ZTL15, FNP+15].

February [Ane10, DDS12, Dan12, Dun12b, Kla11, Lin14b]. FedCohesion [CCFM12].

Federated
[BS13b, CCFM12, CSL+14, JAS+11].

Federated [NB13]. Feedback
[HZ11, PYM+15, SKG14, ZH15, LWK11].

Feedback-Based
[PYM+15]. Feistel
[KDH15, Sasa12, SEHK12]. FHSD [SP15].

FI [YNR12a]. FI-BAF [YNR12a]. Fiat
[BDSG+13]. Fidelity [BCP14a]. Field
[ASA14, SS12a]. Fields
[ARH14, BGT14, BGT13, C15, LBOX12].

Filling
[BWR12]. Filtering
[LLZ+12, CDGC12]. Financial
[Ane11b, Ber12, DDS12, Dan12]. Fine
[CDD13, FSGW11]. Fine-Grained
[CDD13]. FinFET [ZJ11]. FinFET-Based
[ZJ11]. Finger
[KLY+12]. Fingerprint
[MRS14b, KKG14]. Fingerprinting
[ZS12, FLZ+12]. Finite
[BGT14, CHS15, BGT13, C15, LBOX12].

Finite-State-Machine
[CHS15]. First
[DR10, AB10a, BCV12, Kim11, LCKBJ12, Mic10a, Zet14]. Fischlin [ABGR13]. fit
[KGO10]. fix [HLV10]. Fixed
[Chen10, Lim11]. Flame [Goo12]. Flaw
[Moo12, SH15]. Flaws [DR11, HLV10].

Flexible
[LGWY12, BGG+13, ZL12]. flow
[KL13, LWY12, PPR+12, SRB+12]. Flows
[CDD13, HKB14, WYL13]. Foolproof
[FFL12]. Force [JR14], forensics
[AKM+11, QZ14, SM13]. forged [HREJ14].

forgerys [YQH12]. Forgery
[LC15, BM13, LWLW11]. forgotten
[And13]. form [DWZ12, Kre13]. Formal
[EWS14, HSA14, KGO10, PLGSI11, ZW15]

FPGA [BCE+10, CFZ+10, CHS15, GFBF12, HF14b, MM14a, MAK+12, ZLQ15].

FPGA/ASIC [CFZ+10], FPGAs [DGP10, SMOP15, VMV15]. fractal [KM11]. fractional [BW13, VM14]. Fragment [CHHW12, MCDB12, SSA13, CCLL11, PGLL10, WHZ12]. fragment [BPP10].


Fraud [Ber12]. Fred [Xie12]. Free [App13, TWZ+12, TTH15, ZLH+12, ATK11, SA12, YT11b]. Free-View [TWZ+12].

French [Ant14]. Frequency [LWCJ14, TC10, EA12, NLYZ12].

Frequency-Based [LWCJ14]. Friendly [SZDL14, ACM12, WOLS12]. FSR [MD12b].

FSR-Based [MD12b]. Fugue [AP11]. Full [ALR13, HEC+12, LW12, WLC12, BKR11, LC13]. Fully [AKP12, BV11, BV14, CN12, CFZ12, CNT12, GH1a, GH1b, GHS12, HLLC11, LSC12, MVV12, NCCG13, PB12, Vai11, WHC+15, ZZ12, GH13, ZXJ+14].

Fully-Homomorphic [GH11b].

Fully-Homomorphic-Encryption [CN12].

Fun [APPVP15]. Function [FLS+10, SGY11, WSSO12, AKY13, AP11, LK14, LP11, RS14, Sar11, TQL+14, WYW14]. Functional [BSW12, Boy13, GVV12, MVV12, Wat12, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZWM14].

Functionalities [JR13]. Functions [ALR13, BBC+14, BIKK14, BKPK12, BK12a, DSSM14, DQFL12, FY11, NR12, Rja12, SMS14, Tan12a, YTP11, AY14a, BDP11, CG12b, CW12a, ESR14, Gen10, HRV10, Li10, WT13]. Fundamentals [Joh10]. Further [HCL+14, WHY+12]. Fus [FMS12a]. Future [BCE+12, BKBK14, Bon12, GCK12, Mon13, Ano13b, FPBG14, Mac12, MJS13]. Future-proof [Mon13]. Fuzzy [KRDH13, NC12, SH11, JXWW13, KHM13, MMSD13, SM11, SNM14].


Gateway [WZM12a, WZM12b, WL11].

Gateway-oriented [WZM12a, WZM12b].

GCD [KI11]. GCM [SKK10].

GCM/GMAC [SKK10]. GDL [MMZ12].

General [FJHJ12, GFBF12, HP12, PB12, YFF12, HQZH14, LWS10, WS12, YC11].

generalisation [LR15]. Generalised [Hes12]. Generalized [PC14, KL11, NC13, YMSH10]. Generated [ADD10, NN12, XXYYXX11, LW13b].

Generation [ABS+12, BCGH11, MR14a, MJGS12, NIS12, GMRT+15, KHM13, KKM+13, XW13].

Generator [ADD10, BK12a, CDK+10, MVV12, NNAM10, NWKF14, CFY+10, LGKY10, MRT10, PLSDLE10, SH11, SM11, XSWC10].

Generators [NIS12, PFS12, CP13, HRV10, MG15, Sti11, Zi10]. Generic
Guangdong [IEE11a]. Guaranteed [TBCB15]. Guess [FSWF11, Fok12].
Chi12, dCCSM+12, FHH10b, FZT14, FSX12b, FSX12c, FSX12a, GOPB12, GY13, GJJ15, HZC+12, HvS12, HSM13, HSM14, HYWS11, KKA14, KRB12, Kzu11, LMB12, LSL12a, LKAT12, LXJ14, LLC+15, LH1b, LSC12, LBR12, MBF+13, MJGS12, MR10, OdH12, Par12a, PSS+13, PWVT12, SS10a, SS12a, SAAB10, Sch11, SSPC12, SKGY14, TKR14, Tian15, TMGP13, Vlc12, Wan14, XZX12, YZX+12, YTM+14, Yon11, YCZY12, ZLH+12, ZTSR12, Ano13b, BOBI3, BMM12, BBGT12, CTHP13, DZ14, DWZ12, FA14b, GMRT+15, GPVCdBR012, HZC+14, HLR11, Hwa11, JZS+10, KKGK10, KKM+13, KL11, LKKL13, LK12, LXMW12, LCT+14, MGP10, MJS13, MM13, PLCGS11, RG10, SSY12, SE14, SR10, SSAF11, SSS11].

Known [DWWZ12, JLH12, SEHK12]. Known-Key [DWWZ12, SEHK12]. Kobitz [BJ10].
Korea [LH10a, LW11a]. KP [FJHJ12, HQZH14]. KP-ABE [FJHJ12, HQZH14]. Kryptografie [Blö12].
Kryptographie [Buc10]. Kuala [HWG10].

Languages [MX13, Wat12]. LANs [FLH13]. Lapin [HKL+12]. Laptop [GPT14].
Large [AN12, JLS12, JKHeY12, KCR11, KU12, MC11, SP13, EEAZ13, FXP12, LBOX12, SR10]. Large-Scale [JKHeY12, FXP12, SR10]. LARK [DS11].
Lattice [ADM12, Ano11b, BSJ15, EM12, FGM10, HPO+15, PG12]. Lattice-Based [ADM12, Ano11b, BSJ15, EM12, HPO+15, PG12].
look [AY14a]. look-up [AY14a]. Looks [KTA12]. lookup [LDDAM12].
lookup-table [LDDAM12]. loop [DWZ12].
losing [SLZ12]. Lossless [DA12, LZC+12b, GJ13, TTL10, WLH13].
Lossy [BKWP12, CW12a, DN12, ASO14].
love [FHM+12a]. Low [BCO13, BCG+12b, DJL+12, FHS13, GSTR13, GL12, LBR12, Man13, WT10b, ZJ11, C2Z14, Chi13a, LGKY10, LKAT12].
Low-Bandwidth [GST13].
Low-complexity [DJL+12]. Low-Cost [GI12, Man13].
Low-Distortion [FHS13].
low-end [Chi13a]. Low-Latency [BCG+12b]. Low-Power [WT10b]. Lower [LJ15, Sha10, Shp03].
lp231 [LK14]. LPN [HKL+12]. LPSNR [LP12]. LR [YZ12, ZWM14].
LR-FEAD [ZWM14]. LR-UESDE [YZ12]. LTE [CLM+12, LLLS13, TM12].
LUT [HF14b]. Luther [ABJ13].
LWE [BV11]. LZZS [CFY12].
magic [PHN+12]. main [CS11]. Make [Ayu12, BP06].
Making [Gel13, LA10]. Malaysia [HWG10].
Malicious [AAE+14, BK12b, WTT12]. malleability [KTT12]. Malleable [CKLM13, MSas12, CG14, FMNV14, LP11, OOR+14, Pas13a]. Mallory [FHM+12]. malware [Goo12].
Mapping [CBL13, MM14a]. Mappings [MC11]. MapReduce [LJLC12]. maps [BAAS13]. March [Ano10, Cra12, DDS12, Dan12, Dun12b, IEE11a, Pie10, Sah13, WZM12a].
Masking [HF14b, PYM+13]. Mass [BPR14a, BPR14b]. Masses [Ano15b].
mean [TTL10]. Means [KRDH13, AMHJ10]. Measure [DDD14]. Measure-independent [DDD14].
Multiple-Parameter [NDC‡13].
Multiple-Precision [HZSL05, MN14].
Multiple-Secret [SC10]. Multiplication
[AK14, SK12b, YTS12, SKH15, SF12].
Multiplicative [KHHH14]. Multi-receiver
[FHH05b]. multisecret [FGMP12].
Multitone [GL10]. multiwatermarking
[W12]. mutiwavelet [PWW10]. Munich
[Wat10]. musical [Ana14]. Mutt [Ran14].
Mutual
[GI12, GM14, SBS‡12, WT16b, Cho14, CL11,
FHH10a, Far14, HDPC13, IB11, XMHD13].
MVP [CD12]. My [GPT14].
Name [YCM‡13]. Names [ABJ13].
National [ABJ13]. nature [KL13]. Naval
[Don14]. Nazis [Hea15]. NDSS [Ano10].
nearest [LVRY10]. nearest-neighbor
[LVRY10]. necessary [TD14]. needs
[Sch12b]. Negligible [DF11]. neighbor
[LVRY10]. Neighborhood [DA10].
[ZMM‡10]. nested [FHH10a]. Net [LHF12].
Network
[Ano10, CJ13, CLH13, Hay13, HDWH12,
LCL15, LTIW11, MJGS12, NNA10,
NRZQ15, She14, TLW12, VKC15, YZLC12,
YSJL14, AKM‡11, Ano11a, AZF‡12, CL11,
FPBG14, HWG10, HB13, HKB14, JZS‡10,
LH11a, LKKL13, MZA‡13, MIJS13, NDNR13,
Sta11a, WYL13, WS14, YLS12, Ste15].
network-based [YLS12]. Network-Coded
[She14]. Networking
[LCK11, ZHL15, Kim11]. Networks
[BN14, CS14, DS11, FMS12b, HZC‡12,
HBCC13, HK14, KH10, LLC11, LL15,
LHM‡15, LZCK14, IWC14, LLZ‡12,
NSA15, NDR‡14, OO12, OKG‡12,
PYM‡15, PCPK14, RWLL14, SWYP12,
She14, Smit11b, SL11, WLY‡15, XHC‡12,
ZC13, ZW15, Zha15, ZLDD12, ZSA12,
ASO14, ADF12, BDK11, CDGC12, CLM‡12,
CLSW12, CL11, DCS12, DK12, DLN13,
EEAZ13, FA14b, HGWW11, HZC‡14,
One-Sided [HP14]. One-Time [NA10a, DCAT12, BM15, FHH10a, LWI13b, LML+13].
One-Time-Password [FD11]. One-Way [DSMM14, Mat14, HRV10, LP11, RK11].
Onion [KZG10]. Online [SKGY14, ZHL15, CCG10, LKAT12].
online/offline [LKAT12]. open [BB10, YNR12b, YLW13, Bul10a, Sar11].
open-source [ABF+14, Pow14, ZWQ+11].
Opening [LZC12a, LZC14]. Openings [SP13]. openness [Bia12].
OpenPGP [MBB11]. OpenStack [CSL+14]. Operating [KMP+11, CDA14].
Optimally [DSMM14, GT12]. Optimally-Fair [DSMM14]. Optimising [EVP10].
optimization [FLZ+12, GCSAddP11, KHF10, PTK14, RYF+13]. Optimized [MBF+13, MBR15].
Oracle [HKT11]. Oracles [FZT14, FSXi2a, YS12, YLA+13, LLY15, RG10, SYL13, WWYY11].
Order [KS12, LWKP12, PRC12, YKKL12, ZDL12, ZSW+12, AYK13, LW13a, LWKP14, YL11].
Order-Preserving [KS12, YKKL12, YL11]. Organization [RSGG15]. Orientated [TJZF12]. Oriented [NNAM10, RSGG15, WW12, WZM12a, WZM12b].
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